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It’s “A” Day!

A Verbs 
Stem + Tense Sign + Personal Endings

sperao

speras

sperat

sperámus

sperátis

sperant

spera-

-o
-s
-t
-mus
-tis
-nt

A Nouns 
2 Important Jobs: 

Subject and Object
                         Who        Whom /What

                           -a ˙  -am ˙  
                                -ae ˙ ˙ ˙               -as ˙ ˙ ˙

                       

                         María amat regínam.

         Regína amat Maríam.

Note: In grammar, 
a noun “job” is 
called “case.” 

Subjects are in the 
Nominative Case
and the objects 

are in the 
Accusative Case 

(which I will sometimes 
call the Objective Case 

as well).

 

Transitive

Intransitive

Can take objects



• Laudáre  is the form of the word you use to say, “to praise”

Since Latin is an inflected language, to say, for example, that someone “is 
praising right now”, you will need another form of the same verb. 

• “I am praising” is “laudo” in Latin.    

Laudo in ecclésia.      I am praising in the church. 

Laudo misericórdiam Dei.      I am praising the mercy of God. 

                  or even all by itself:

Laudo. I am praising. 

In Latin, “laudáre” and “laudo” are considered the same word,                           

just different forms of it that send us different signals.                                            

Latin verbs have endings to signal to us 

• what action is happening, 

• when the action is happening, 

• who is doing the action, 

• how the action is happening. 

Yes, Latin verbs tell all those things.

What is a Verb?
A word used for action or being, such as: 

praises, honors, blames, hopes, loves, thinks, 
studies, is.  

Infinitive form

1st Person Singular  Indicative Active form

How are Latin Verbs Built?

Backwards!

How are Latin Verbs Built?

We are praising.

Who?
When? What?

Laud-a-mus.

Who?
When?

What?

Praising we

English Latin

are

1 2 3 3 2 1



Chants of the Church, Solesmes, 1956, p. 81, 
via GregoBase 

Chants of the Church, Solesmes, 1956, pp. 19-20 

The Eucharistic hymn 
“Adoro Te” by St. 
Thomas Aquinas

The “Gloria” of the Mass                        
(by angels and the Catholic Church)
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